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With the aim of predicting the possible existence of new magic numbers, we theoretically 

studied the recently available experimental data for spectroscopic properties of the neutron 

rich even-even calcium isotopes around Ca40,48
 doubly magic cores. The calculations were 

performed with the phenomenological interactions for fppn and HO model spaces using 

the nuclear structure code Nushell. The two-body matrix elements (TBMEs) of the new 

effective interaction KB3G48 were derived from the microscopic Kuo-Brown’s G-matrix 

interaction KB3GPN for Ca40  core. The calculated energies 𝐸(21
+)  of the first excited 

state, the ratio 𝑅4/2  of the excitation energies, the reduced electric transition 

probabilities 𝐵(𝐸2; 21
+  →  01

+)  and the ratio 𝐵4/2 of reduced transition probabilities are 

compared with the available experimental data. The results of this study are an attempt to 

demonstrate that 𝑁 = 32 or 𝑁 = 34 are new magic numbers for Ca isotopes. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The existence of the magic numbers was one of the empirical evidences for the 

development of the nuclear shell model [1], and an ideal probe to test our knowledge of nuclear 

interactions by comparing experimental data with shell-model predictions [2, 3]. The magic 

numbers were suggested by Mayer and Jensen [4, 5] and have remained valid for the mass region 

near to the valley of β-stability. Nuclei with magic numbers are characterized by a quasi-spherical 

shape, high energies 𝐸(21
+) of the first excited states and also reduced transition probabilities 

𝐵(𝐸2; 21
+  →  01

+). The influence of these numbers is changed for nuclei far from the valley of β-

stability. These magic numbers have been put into question, with their disappearance for neutron-

rich nuclei around 𝑁 = 20 [6] and 𝑁 = 28 [7, 8], but also with the appearance at 𝑁 = 32, 34 new 

magic numbers. 

Recently, neutron-rich fp-shell nuclei have received much attention on both experimental 

and theoretical fronts with the possibility of new sub-shell closures at 𝑁 = 32  and  34 . The 
magicity at 𝑁 = 32  was signed from the measurements of reduced transition probabilities 

𝐵(𝐸2; 21
+  →  01

+) and the 𝐸(21
+) energies in Ar50  [9], Ca52  [10, 11] T54 i  [12-15], and Cr56   [16, 

17] and further confirmed by high-precision mass measurements of exotic isotopes Ca52  and K52  

[11, 18]. More recently, a strong sub-shell closure at 𝑁 = 32 has also been indicated in Sc52−54  

isotopes using direct mass measurement, which has proved to be quenched in V 52−55 isotopes [19, 

20]. The magicity at 𝑁 = 34 was suggested in Ca54  [21, 22]  and in Ar 52  [23], and theoretically 

supported by ab-initio calculations [24, 25] and shell models [9, 21].  Very recently, the mass 
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evolution in calcium isotopes beyond 𝑁 = 34 has again indicated the magicity at 𝑁 = 34 [26].  

On the other hand, the theoretical calculations made for fp-shell nuclei in calcium isotopes with the 

phenomenological interactions FPD6 [27] and KB3GPN [28] revealed a significant gap in the 

shell at Ca 52  (𝑁 = 32). However, the phenomenological interaction GX1APN [29] did not show 

this shell gap. 

In the following sections, we report the details and the results of the present calculations of 

such spectroscopic parameters of neutron-rich Ca50−58  isotopes in fp-shell by using the nuclear 

shell model with Ca40,48   
cores. These calculations are performed by means of the nuclear structure 

code Nushell [3].   

   
 

2. Calculation details 
 
Shell model calculations were performed for the neutron rich nuclei even-even Ca isotopes 

in mass region 𝐴 = 50– 58. In order to accomplish these calculations, we have carried out two sets 

of calculations using Nushell code [3]. In the first set, valence space is 𝜋𝜈(𝑓𝑝) ≡ 𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑛
 
shell that 

comprises 𝜋(1𝑓7 2⁄ , 2𝑝3 2⁄ , 1𝑓5 2⁄ , 2𝑝1 2⁄ ) and 𝜈(1𝑓7 2⁄ , 2𝑝3 2⁄ , 1𝑓5 2⁄ , 2𝑝1 2⁄ ) for proton and neutron 

orbits, and treating 𝐶𝑎20
40  as the core. The second set of calculations has been performed in 

𝜋(𝑓7/2) − 𝜈(𝑝𝑓) ≡  𝐻𝑂 valence space includes the orbit 𝜋(1𝑓7/2) for protons and 

𝜈(2𝑝3 2⁄ , 1𝑓5 2⁄ , 2𝑝1 2⁄ ) for neutrons by taking 𝐶𝑎20
48  as the core.  

The fppn model space calculations are carried out using the KB3GPN and GX1APN 

interactions in the proton-neutron formalism with 𝐶𝑎20
40

 
core [28, 29]. The KB3GPN interaction is 

the latest modified version of KB3 interactions [30], which is obtained on the basis of the 

microscopic Kuo-Brown’s G-matrix interaction [31], with various monopole corrections. Both 

these interactions are quite successful in the lower fp-shell (𝐴 ≤ 52). The GX1APN interaction is 

a modified version of GX1 interaction by Honma et al., [32] which is derived from a microscopic 

calculation by Hjorth-Jensen based on renormalized G-matrix theory with the Bonn-C nucleon-

nucleon interaction [33]. It is obtained by modifying 70 well-determined linear combinations of 

four single particle energies (SPEs) and 195 two-body matrix elements (TBMEs) by iterative 

fitting calculations to about 700 experimental energy data out of 87 nuclei from 𝐴 = 47 to 𝐴 = 66. 

The single-particle energies for KB3GPN [31,34,35] and GX1APN [32,36] interactions are listed 

in Table 1. These SPE values correspond to both single-neutron and single-proton states. Note that 

single-neutron energies of 2𝑝3 2⁄ , 2𝑝1 2⁄  and 1𝑓5 2⁄  states in 𝐶𝑎20
41  are usually obtained only by 

some calculations after averaging over spectroscopic factors in the 𝐶𝑎40 (𝑑, 𝑝) 𝐶𝑎41

 
reaction. By 

using the data in the ENSDF and Atomic Mass Data Center files [37], the single-neutron energies 

results are follows: 𝜀𝜐2𝑝3 2⁄
≈ −6.00, 𝜀𝜐1𝑓5 2⁄

≈ −1.52, 𝜀𝜐2𝑝1 2⁄
≈ −4.00, 𝜀𝜐1𝑓7 2⁄

≈ −8.363 and 

𝜀𝜋1𝑓7 2⁄
≈ −1.085. These values are more or less close to those presented in Table 1, which 

however are different from each other. 

 
 

Table 1. Single-particle energies (in MeV) for KB3GPN and GX1APN interactions. 

 

Orbits KB3GPN GX1APN 

1𝑓7/2 

2𝑝3 2⁄  

1𝑓5 2⁄  

2𝑝1 2⁄  

−8.6000 

−6.6000 

−2.1000 

−4.6000 

−8.6240 

−5.6793 

−1.3829 

−4.1370 
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Table 2. Single-particle energies (in MeV) for HO and KB3G48 interactions. 

 

Orbits HO KB3G48 

𝜋1𝑓7/2 

𝜐2𝑝3 2⁄  

𝜐1𝑓5 2⁄  

𝜐2𝑝1 2⁄  

−9.628 

−5.144 

−1.186 

−3.116 

−9.625 

−5.146 

−1.561 

−3.123 

 

 

For the HO model space, we have performed calculations by means the HO and KB3G48 

interactions with Ca20
48  

core. The HO interaction of Horie et al., in [38], was built using the two-

body matrix elements of the proton-proton interaction taken from the low-lying energy levels of 

the 𝑁 = 28  nuclei, while those of 𝜋(1𝑓7/2) − 𝜈(2𝑝3 2⁄ , 1𝑓5 2⁄ , 2𝑝1 2⁄ ) interaction have been 

determined by a least-square fitting to the observed energy spectra of the 𝑁 = 29 isotones. The 

single-neutron energies for the HO interaction are given in Table 2 [38]. The single-neutron 

energies of 2𝑝3 2⁄ , 2𝑝1 2⁄  and 1𝑓5 2⁄  levels in Ca20
49  are determined by the averaging over the level 

energies of the same spin weighed by the spectroscopic factors of the 𝐶𝑎48 (𝑑, 𝑝) 𝐶𝑎49

 
reactions 

[38,39]. The new modified effective interaction KB3G48 is constructed from the microscopic 

Kuo-Brown's G-matrix interaction KB3GPN [30,31].  This interaction was built using 𝜋(1𝑓7/2) −

𝜈(𝑝𝑓) valence space with Ca20
48  

core. This space model reduces the number of TBMEs into 74 

elements. To account for the expected mass dependence of the residual interaction, we have scaled 

all 74 TBMEs by (48/40)−1/3. The values of the neutron SPEs were taken from experiment of the 

Ca49   spectra [37]. These values are also listed in Table 2. The single-proton energy for  𝜋(1𝑓7/2) 

is taken from the experimental Sc49  spectra [37].    

 
 
3. Results and Discussions 
 

The systematic study of the spectroscopic calculations for the neutron rich nuclei even-

even Ca20  isotopes with neutron number 30 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 38 was carried out and the obtained results are 

compared with the available experimental data [37]. In our study, the valence neutrons occupy the 

orbits 𝜈(1𝑓7 2⁄ , 2𝑝3 2⁄ , 1𝑓5 2⁄ , 2𝑝1 2⁄ )  of model spaces fppn and HO for Ca20
40  and Ca20

48

 
neighbors, 

respectively. Microscopic calculations were performed by means of Nushell code with such 

interactions as GX1APN, KB3GPN, HO and KB3G48. 

Fig. 1 displays the comparison of the obtained results for 𝐸(21
+) energies of isotopes of 

Ca50−58  with the available experimental data. One notes that the experimental values are not 

identified for Ca56,58
 isotopes. These energies are used as the first indications of shell structures 

and their evolution. In general, Fig.1 can obviously show that the calculations lead to agreements 

in energies with experiment. Moreover, both interactions KB3GPN and KB3G48 have a similar 

emergence, with a large agreement for 𝑁 = 30 and 32 where the energy difference does not go 

beyond 380 keV for 𝑁 = 34. However, the large difference between the energy results with HO 

interaction and the experimental values was observed around 𝑁 = 32 and  34. The large values of 

𝐸(21
+) energy with the interactions KB3GPN and KB3G48 indicate that the sub-shell closure at 

𝑁 = 32 is further supported by corresponding low value of the reduced probability 𝐵(𝐸2; 21
+  →

 01
+) in this neutron number. Sub-shell closure at 𝑁 = 34  is predicted for GX1APN and HO 

interactions with the large values of 𝐸(21
+) and corresponding low value of 𝐵(𝐸2; 21

+  →  01
+) as 

shown in Figs. 1 and 3. 
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Fig. 1.Comparison of calculated 𝐸(21
+)  energies with the experimental data for neutron-rich  

Ca isotopes with neutron number 30 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 38.  
 

 

According to the results of Ref. [40], the appearance of the new sub-shell closure (𝑁 = 32 

and 𝑁 = 34) in calcium isotopes lies in the mutual arrangement of single-particle states, i.e. that it 

depends on the gap values of 𝛥1 = 𝜀𝜐2𝑝1 2⁄
− 𝜀𝜐2𝑝3 2⁄

 and 𝛥2 = 𝜀𝜐1𝑓5 2⁄
−   𝜀𝜐2𝑝1 2⁄

. The subshell 

𝑁 = 32 occurs if 𝛥1 is larger than 𝛥2, which presents as the orbit 𝜈1𝑓5 2⁄  moves upward in energy 

due to a weakening of the attractive proton-neutron interaction 𝜋1𝑓7 2⁄ − 𝜈1𝑓5 2⁄  as protons are 

removed from the orbit 𝜋1𝑓7 2⁄ . However, the subshell 𝑁 = 34 arises in the opposite case. For the 

interaction GX1APN, 𝛥1 = 1.542 and 𝛥2 = 2.754, while for the interaction HO, which also leads 

to peak of the 21
+ energies at 𝑁 = 34, we have 𝛥1 = 2.028 and  𝛥2 = 1.930. Meanwhile, for the 

interaction KB3GPN, 𝛥1 = 2.000 and 𝛥2 = 2.500, we obtain the energy peak at 𝑁 = 32, whereas 

for the interaction KB3G48, the peak of the 21
+ energies appears at 𝑁 = 32, we have 𝛥1 = 2.023 

and  𝛥2 = 1.562. Thus we see that due to the 𝛥1/𝛥2 ratio it would be more preferably to have the 

energy peak and minimal 𝐵(𝐸2) values for the KB3GPN at 𝑁 = 34 and energy peak minimal 

𝐵(𝐸2) at 𝑁 = 32 for the interaction HO. However, calculations lead to the opposite result. 

The energy ratio 𝑅4/2 is one of the most remarkable structural signatures. Besides, the 

ratio 𝑅4/2 is one of the few whose absolute value is directly meaningful. For even-even nuclei near 

shell closures, the value 𝑅4/2 < 2  is characteristic of a near magic, 𝑅4/2 ≈ 2  for a spherical-

vibrational, 𝑅4/2 ≈ 2.5 for a transitional and 𝑅4/2 ≈ 3.33 for an ideally symmetric rotor (rigid-

rotor) [41]. In Fig. 2, we have shown the 𝑅4/2  ratios from experimental and calculated results for 

neutron-rich Ca isotopes by GX1APN, KB3GPN, HO and KB3G48 interactions. Note that the 

only available experimental values are for Ca50  and Ca54  nuclei. We can clearly see in Fig. 2 that 

the results of 𝑅4/2  ratios of the new effective interaction KB3G48 are very closed to the 

experimental data for Ca50  and Ca54  isotopes, which are around 4.4 and 2.2 MeV, respectively. It 

is also clear that the data available indicate that the ratio is less than 2.0 (𝑅4/2 < 2) toward a near 

sub-shell closures character at 𝑁 = 32 with KB3GPN and KB3G48 interactions. Moreover, the 

other interactions show that the sub-shell closure are at 𝑁 = 36 and 38. According to the self-

consistent calculations that use the Gogny interaction [42], all even Ca50−58  isotopes are spherical 

ones (𝛽 = 0). Thus, the increase of 𝑅4/2 ratios in Ca50,52
 is due not to deformation but to the 

feature of the single-particle spectrum. 
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Fig. 2.Comparison of calculated 𝑅4/2values with the experimental 

for neutron-rich 𝐶𝑎50−58  isotopes. 

 

Following our objective, investigation of the existence of the new sub-shell closure, we 

also calculated the reduced electric transition probabilities  𝐵(𝐸2; 21
+  →  01

+). The values of 

𝐵(𝐸2; 21
+  →  01

+) are usually considered as the second important signature of sub-shell closure in 

even-even nuclei by their smallest values corresponding to the highest energy values of the first 

excited state 21
+. In Fig. 3, the variation of 𝐵(𝐸2; 21

+  →  01
+) of isotopes of 𝐶𝑎20

50−58
 
is shown with 

neutron number for all the interactions implemented along with the experimental data the effective 

neutron charge  𝑒𝑛 = 0.45𝑒. 
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Fig. 3.Comparison of calculated 𝐵(𝐸2) values with the experimental data for 𝐶𝑎50−58  isotopes.  

The calculated values are obtained using the effective neutron charge en = 0.45e. 

 

We listed in Table 3 the obtained values of 𝐵(𝐸2) for transitions, from first 21
+ excited 

state to ground state 01
+ and from first 41

+ excited state to 21
+ state. In the calculations of 𝐵(𝐸2), we 

used two different values of neutron effective charges such as 𝑒𝑛 = 0.50𝑒 and 𝑒𝑛 = 0.45𝑒. The 

present results of 𝐵(𝐸2), with GX1APN, KB3GPN, HO and KB3G48 interactions, are compared 

with experimental data [37,43,44] and the available published ones [44]. Only experimental value 

in 𝐶𝑎50  isotope is available. One may see that the calculated values of 𝐵(𝐸2) depend on the 

effective charge values. It is clearly shown in Table 3 that the KB3G48 interaction using 𝑒𝑛 =
0.50𝑒 is close to the experiment. Nevertheless, the resulting outcomes of GX1APN, KB3GPN and 

HO 𝑒𝑛 = 0.45𝑒 are too close to the experimental values. Furthermore, our obtained results are in a 
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reasonable agreement with the predictions of other models (fp, IM-SRG) of Bhoy et al., [44] using 

neutron effective charge 0.50𝑒. 
 

Table 3: Experimental [37,43,44], theoretical [44] and calculated 𝐵(𝐸2) values (in e
2
fm

4
).  

Two set of effective charges are implemented: en=0.5e and en=0.45e. 

 

 

Nuclei 

 

Transition 

 

Exp 
GX1APN KB3GPN HO KB3G48 fp 

IM- 

SRG 

en=0.5 en=0.45 en=0.5 en=0.45 en=0.5 en=0.45 en=0.5 en=0.45 en=0.5 

𝐶𝑎30
50

 

21
+ 01

+
 7.45 9.18 7.44 8.97 7.26 9.05 7.33 7.58 6.14 7.82 8.00 

41
+ 21

+
 ≥1.1

 
12.09 9.79 1.76 1.42 4.00 3.24 2.34 1.89 - - 

𝐶𝑎32
52

 

21
+ 01

+
 - 7.98 6.46 7.62 6.17 8.87 7.19 7.10 5.75 6.16 6.46 

41
+ 21

+
 - 2.82 2.29 5.02 4.07 5.08 4.12 4.83 3.91 - - 

𝐶𝑎34
54

 

21
+ 01

+
 - 6.18 5.00 8.41 6.81 7.05 5.71 7.62 6.17 6.34 6.13 

41
+ 21

+
 - 3.58 2.90 5.08 4.12 4.24 3.44 4.92 3.99 - - 

𝐶𝑎36
56

 

21
+ 01

+
 - 8.67 7.02 9.30 7.53 8.62 6.98 7.95 6.44 8.95 6.90 

41
+ 21

+
 - 4.33 3.51 3.82 3.10 3.23 2.62 4.11 3.33 - - 

𝐶𝑎38
58

 

21
+ 01

+
 - 7.81 6.33 8.33 6.75 9.10 7.37 7.54 6.11 8.25 6.85 

41
+ 21

+
 - 5.94 4.81 6.00 4.86 6.58 5.33 5.41 4.38 - - 

 

For most nuclei, both the measurement and the theoretical [45], the values of 𝐵4 2⁄ =

𝐵(𝐸2; 41
+  →  21

+) 𝐵(𝐸2; 21
+  →  01

+)⁄  ratio are between
 
𝐵4 2⁄ = 2.0 and 𝐵4 2⁄ = 1.43 limits of the 

vibrational and rotational models, respectively. Values of 𝐵4 2⁄  below 1.0 are certainly possible 

when the spectrum is dominated by two quasi-particle excitations that are common near magic 

numbers [45]. 
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Fig. 4.Calculated values of 𝐵(𝐸2; 41
+  →  21

+) 𝐵(𝐸2; 21
+  →  01

+)⁄  for 𝐶𝑎50−58  isotopes. 

 

 

The systematic character of the obtained results of 𝐵4 2⁄  for the chain of Ca20
50−58  isotopes 

with neutron number 30 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 38 using GX1APN, KB3GPN, HO and KB3G48 interactions is 

shown in Fig. 4. Unfortunately, there are no the available experimental or adopted values in the 

literature. It should be noted that the ratios of 𝐵4 2⁄  resulting from the calculated values in Ca20
52−58   

are less than 1.0. Hence, they might indicate a close character to the sub-shell closures at 𝑁 = 32 

with KB3GPN and KB3G48 interactions, and 𝑁 = 38 with GX1APN and HO interactions in 

Ca20
50−58  isotopic chain (see Fig. 4). In general, both KB3GPN and KB3G48 interactions give us 

almost the same results. 

4. Conclusion 
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In this project, the appearance of new shell closures in neutron-rich nuclei even-even 

Ca20
50−58  isotopes has been studied using the two space models 𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑛 and 𝜋(𝑓7/2) − 𝜈(𝑝𝑓) with 

Ca20
40  and Ca20

48  cores, respectively. The microscopic calculations have been performed by means of 
Nushell code with phenomenological interactions. Furthermore, some modifications have been 
made in the original interaction KB3GPN to get a new interaction called KB3G48. The results of 
our theoretical calculations GX1APN, KB3GPN and KB3G48 have been compared with the 
available experimental data. A very good agreement was obtained for Ca50,52

 nuclei. However, the 
calculated 𝐸(21

+) energies with HO interaction were so different from the experimental data. The 
experimental values of 𝐸(21

+) energies are not available for Ca56,58
 nuclei. The calculated values, 

with two values of neutron effective charge, were very similar and in good agreement with 
experiment for most transitions in Ca20

50  isotope. Based on the calculated values of the 
spectroscopic parameters 𝐸(21

+) and 𝐵(𝐸2), we have reproduced the new magic numbers 𝑁 = 32 
in Ca20

52  with KB3GPN and KB3G48 interactions and 𝑁 = 34 in Ca20
54  

with GX1APN and HO 
interactions. Moreover, the calculated values of the ratios  𝑅4/2 of the excitation energies and  𝐵4/2 
of the reduced transition probabilities indicate that the sub-shell closures are at 𝑁 = 36 and 38  
with GX1APN and HO. Both 𝑅4/2 and 𝐵4/2 spectroscopic parameters give us the same new magic 
numbers 𝑁 = 32 in Ca20

52  
 with KB3GPN and KB3G48 interactions. 

    Finally, the experimental data have been well described by the new interaction 
KB3G48. Wherever data does not exist, our results will possibly provide predictions of unexplored 
properties of neutron-rich calcium isotopes. 
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